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WHO WE ARE
DECISION MAKER
TEAM
MISSION VISION & CORE VALUES
SUCCESS STORIES
FUTURE
FOCUS
STRENGTH
PORTFOLIO
WORK
CLIENTS
CONNECT US
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•

The fastest growing outdoor advertising agency across the state of Karnataka with own media for all
advertising needs. Started has OOH (Out Of Home) advertising service provider. We offer a
complete marketing and advertising solutions for many local and national clients for their outdoor
needs.

•

We have a significant impact in market place and enjoy successful reputation in the areas of
Marketing, Corporate Sales, Media Management , Transit media with Promotional activity. The
organization is managed by highly experienced and qualified professionals skilled team.

•

We foster brand affinity through a continuous marketing dialogue which results in an interactive
and intimate relationship between a brand and its audience. We adopt new techniques for faster
collection of data by using OMM SMART software specially designed for outdoor media
management.

•

Our media assets are our personality, we are not about just selling billboards, instead the
organization adds value to the clients by ensuring them tailor-made solutions, with clear cut
processes that starts from taking the clients brief to strategize that as per the campaign budget,
duration, category and demography analysis of the target audience.

Mr. PRADEEPA. P

Gracing epitome of creative and entrepreneurial skill that percolates to the entire team of professionals. In addition,
his quintessential marketing and advertising strategies always lead clients to break the stereotype and make a distinct
identity in the market
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We have a dedicated and experienced team. We attribute our success to our people, their commitment and work culture. These highly motivated
professionals work to meet client deadlines across India.
NEW BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT - Responsible for number of key objectives inside and outside the organization. Study the products, services and
operations of the company, providing consultative help where needed. Also analyze the business environment, including regulations and restrictions
that impact companies business development goals.
CLIENT SERVICING - One of the most important department within the company. The team which directly communicates with the client. Responsible
for understanding the client's brief and coordinating work between the media and creative teams.
MEDIA PLANNING – Responsible for proper media planning to meet the client expectations. As a part of that we provide all documents regarding
location information, costs, a map and photo sheets to the client.
MEDIA BUYING – We have the maximum number of own media within the state of Karnataka but at times as per the client requirement we work
hand in hand with other service providers for serving our clients to the maximum level.
HUMAN RESOURCES & FINANCE - Work towards one ultimate goal of achieving a higher level of performance and profitability.
PRINTING - We have a large format printing unit and ensure the output quality of every campaigns are well maintained.
EXECUTION AND MONITORING - Mounting and Monitoring of Medias in a very professional and systematic manner.
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VISION
A leader in the OOH industry by providing enhanced services, relationship and profitability
Mission
Provide quality services that exceeds the expectations of our esteemed customers.
Core Values
We believe in treating our customers with respect and faith and we grow through creativity invention and
innovation. We integrate honesty, integrity and business ethics into all aspects of our business functioning.
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2020 Leading Media owned company with 200+ Billboards at prominent locations
across Karnataka.
2019 We have come up with almost 150+ hoardings across the state of Karnataka
Started Branch Operations in Mysore, Hubballi and Hassan
2018 We started focusing more on Rest of Karnataka Market to improve our Business to
the next level.
2017 Hoardings strength with 50+ Hoardings in main location of Bangalore and 50+
Hoardings in Rest of Karnataka.
2016 We had more than 50+ satisfied clients across Karnataka.
2015 With a small team have done a HOT N HUGE campaign across Bangalore
100 Billboards for One of our prestigious client in Real Estate
2014 Started business with lot of innovative concepts to serve in OOH Industry.
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I like our journey.
Where we’re going.
Together.
2021 - 2025
Focusing on covering our
Business strength across
PAN India level
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Large format OOH : Unipoles, Bill Boards, Gantries,
Foot over Bridges
Transit Media: Metro Trains, Railways, Buses,
Mobile Vans, Cab Branding
Street Furniture's: Bus Shelters, Police Kiosk, Road
Medians and Pole Kiosk
Customized requirements of clients across
Karnataka.
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200+ Billboards and growing across Karnataka
1, 75, 000+ Sqft OOH Space at major Junctions & touch points in Karnataka
10% Organized total OOH Space in Bengaluru
3,00,000 + Sqft hoarding network across Karnataka, Including Bus/ Railway spaces with dedicated
vendors
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ABOUT BENGALURU
City in Karnataka
Bengaluru (also called Bangalore) is the capital of India's southern
Karnataka state. The center of India's high-tech industry, the city is
also known for its parks and nightlife. By Cubbon Park, Vidhana
Soudha is a Neo-Dravidian legislative building. Former royal
residences include 19th-century Bangalore Palace, modeled after
England’s Windsor Castle, and Tipu Sultan’s Summer Palace, an
18th-century teak structure.
Area: 709 km²
Metropolitan area: 8,005 km²
Weather: 24 °C, Wind E at 11 km/h, 74% Humidity
Area code(s): +91-(0)80
Local time: Saturday, 1:04 pm
Population: 84.3 lakhs (2011)
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BANGALORE → BIDADI → RAMANAGARA → CHANNAPATNA → MADDUR
→ MANDYA → SRIRANGAPATNA → MYSORE
This is the most commonly taken route. It is punctuated by many visit-worthy
stops. The route takes approximately 4 hours across 150 kilometers on NH
275. The Channapatna route is bustling with traffic throughout the day so
leave early in the morning.
Mysore is a historical heritage city. It has a quintessential old world charm,
with atmospherics to sink in. The colors, shapes, and patterns, structures and
monuments are a sight to behold. Mysore’s top attractions include Mysore
Palace, Somnathpur Temple, Mysore Zoo, Railway Museum, Chamundi Hills
and Karanji Lake.
Hence you have a full day to make great pit stops and enjoy all possible
routes to the fullest. Bangalore to Mysore is one of the most popular road
trips in India so gear up to scroll through as we bring you all the nitty gritty
you need to know!
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CHIKBALLAPURA
A district in the state of Karnataka, India. On 23 August 2007, it was carved
out of the pre-existing Kolar district which was the fourth largest
district(before bifurcation) of Karnataka
Bhoga Nandeeshwara Temple (also spelt "Bhoga Nandeeshwara" or "Bhoga
Nandeeshwara") is a Hindu temple located in Nandi village, at the base
of Nandi Hills (or Nandidurga) in the Chikkaballapur district
of Karnataka state, India. It is dedicated to the Hindu god Shiva.
KOLAR
The Golden city of India, is a city in the Indian state of Karnataka. It is the
headquarters of Kolar District and is known for production of Milk, which
recently surpassed Denmark, and gold mining. Kolar is popularly known as
the land of silk, milk, Mango,(National fruit of India) and gold.
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HASSAN
District was the seat of the Hoysala Empire which at its peak ruled large
parts of south India from Belur as its early capital and Halebidu as its later
capital during the period 1000 - 1334 CE
The district is named Hassan after the Goddess "Haasanamba", the
goddess and presiding deity of the town. The history of Hassan district is
essentially the history of two of the well known dynasties that have ruled
Karnataka, the Western Ganga Dynasty of Talkad (350 - 999 CE) and
the Hoysala Empire (1000 - 1334 CE).
In the 15th and 16th centuries, the Vijayanagar kings patronized
Chennakesava of Belur as their family deity. It was also ruled
by Adilshahis of Bijapur and Mughal Empire after decline of the
Vijayanagar. In the 17th and 18th centuries, Hassan became a land of
contention between the Keladi Nayakas of Shimoga and the Mysore
Kingdom. It finally merged as an independent Mysore kingdom.
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BELLARY, OFFICIALLY KNOWN AS BALLARI
Is a major district in Karnataka. It is located at north-eastern part of
Karnataka. This district belongs to Kalyana-Karnataka. This district was one of
the biggest districts in Karnataka until the Vijayanagar district was carved out
of Bellary district in 2020.
This district has the highest deposits of iron ore in India.
Historical sites, farm land and rich minerals characterize Bellary district.
Recently making headlines with mining industry, Bellary, the district's capital,
is known as Steel City and Gani Nadu (City of Mining).
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TUMAKURU
District is the second largest district in the state of Karnataka after Belagavi
Tumakuru District has ten talukas, eleven Assembly constituencies and the
District is shared among three Parliamentary constituencies.
Tumakuru District shares border with eight districts, which is the highest in
the state. The districts that share the border are Districts of Chitradurga
towards north, Hassan and Chikkamagaluru towards west, Mandya towards
south-west, Ramanagara and Bengaluru Rural towards south,
Chikkaballapura towards east and Ananthapuram (Andhra Pradesh) towards
north-east.
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DAVANGERE
The district lies in the central plains of the state with its unique features of
having dual cultures of the north and the south of the state. The prominent
towns in this district are Harihara, jagaluru, Honnali and Channagiri; these
also happen to be its five other taluks. It is bound by Shimoga
District and Haveri District on the west, Chitradurga District on the
east, Bellary District on the north and Chikmagalur district on the south.
CHITRADURGA
The city of Chitradurga is the district headquarters. Chitradurga gets its name
from Chitrakaldurga, an umbrella-shaped lofty hill found there. Tradition
dates Chitradurga District to the period of the Ramayana and Mahabharata.
The whole district lies in the valley of the Vedavati River, with the
Tungabhadra River flowing in the northwest. During the British times it was
named Chitaldroog. The district was practically ruled by all the well known
dynasties that ruled Karnataka.
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BELAGAVI
The district is known as Sugar Bowl of Karnataka with 1.5 lakh hectares being
used for commercial production[3] and it has displaced Mandya district in
sugar cane production over the last decade.[4] The city of Belgaum is the
district headquarters in North Karnataka. It houses the second legislative
building, where the Karnataka Legislature will meet once a year. A popular
sweet is kunda. According to the 2011 Census of India, it has a population of
4,779,661, of which 24.03% live in urban areas,[5] making it the second most
populous district in Karnataka (out of 30), after Bangalore.[6] The district has
an area of 13,415 square kilometers making it the largest district in
Karnataka, and is bounded on the west and north by the state of
Maharashtra, on the northeast by Bijapur District, on the east by Bagalkot
District, on the southeast by Gadag District, on the south by Dharwad District
and Uttara Kannada districts, and on the southwest by the state of Goa.
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OUTDOOR Execution

BILLBOARDS

BUS SHELTERS

FOOT OVER BRIDGE

ROAD MEDIANS
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BILLBOARD
Advertising can you market your product or company within seconds to your
consumers ? Yes, you can, through billboards. Billboards is a huge and eyecatching for every customer. It can be placed in areas chosen by you, it will be
easier for the companies to reach a particular or specific consumer group they
sell their services and products to. Billboards are most effective and reach a
very large audience.

FOOT OVER BRIDGES
Advertisements makes for an excellent opportunity as they are often
constructed over those places where there is a large number of footfalls and
often used by a very large number of people.
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BUS SHELTER
Advertisements at bus shelter deliver 24 hours a day performance. Bus
shelter posters are a great local campaigning tool. They come with always-on
lighting so that their visibility is never compromised. Bus Shelter Advertising
is on the ground and speaks to a local audience at very affordable prices.

ROAD MEDIANS
Advertisements makes for an excellent advertising opportunity as they are
often constructed over those places where there is a large number of
footfalls and often used by a very large number of people.

OUTDOOR Execution

BANGALORE

MYSORE

HASSAN

TUMKUR

HUBALLI

BELGAUM

INDOOR Execution

CENEMA HALL

TECHPARK BRANDING

MALL BRANDING

TERMINUS BRANDING
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CINEMA ADVERTISING
It delivers your message to a captive audience. On-screen copy can use full
sight, sound and motion to increase ad recall. Unlike radio Cinema is not
reliant on great frequency to have effect - once with a good ad will be
enough as the audience is so engaged in this situation.

TECH PARK ADVERTISING
Consist of showcasing client product/services inside an IT park on spaces
where it's clearly visible and can make a statement to the professionals
working there. It consists of media like Signage's, Food Court pillars and
tables, Cycle docking stations, Parking area, LED screens etc.
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MALLS BRANDING
Shopping mall advertising with mall ads is a great medium to reach all age levels. For
advertisers that want to reach almost every demographic, advertising in malls using
mall advertising displays — like bus stop advertising — is a great way to increase
exposure.

TERMINUS BRANDING (AIRPORTS, METRO RAIL, RAILWAYS & BUS TERMINUS)
Times when terminus were just faceless transport nods with an efficient processing
of passengers and baggage as their prime “raison d’etre” are passé. Today terminus
are becoming destinations in their own right, quickly rethinking the whole concept
of transportation customer experience and treating travelers, business and leisure,
as their guests. New generation of terminus heavily invests in the destination
concept recognizing a new reality determined by social and technological
service. The role of customer experience in the terminus value chain has grown
exponentially in the last decade.

TRANSIT Execution

VOLVO BUSES

CAB BRANDING

MOBILE VAN

AUTO BRANDING
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BUS ADVERTISING
Are you looking for an affordable and reliable way to market your
business? you might want to consider bus advertising.
Bus advertising is the perfect form of advertising because everyone sees it
and the location is so well-known.
Branding on City Buses is done using the latest technology of see-through
which helps both the branding and the passengers inside the bus.

MOBILE DISPLAY
Boost your brand presence with a mobile advertising campaign. Mobile Van
Advertising is one of the effective ways of reaching a mass audience quickly.
Mobile billboard advertising can be placed anywhere, allowing you to target
people in the right areas with the most impact. A mobile billboard ad can be
changed and improved on a regular basis cheaply and efficiently, thus
preventing boredom.
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TAXI BRANDING
Taxi Advertising in Bangalore is one of the most popular city level media. Taxi
Advertising is one of the lowest cost per reach among all non-traditional
media options. Taxi advertising is a premium and reaches to the point of
purchase and major consumption areas (Airports, Terminals, Restaurants,
Market chains, Shopping centers, etc.).

AUTO ADVERTISING
Now a day’s Many companies are opting for this auto rickshaw ad agency, as
it is a cost-effective marketing option as compared to an advertisement
through billboards. It is a new trendsetter in recent times. It provides moving
visibility to a brand. Why You Need Auto rickshaw Advertising .The most
affordable outdoor media. Effective reach among 8 to 80-year-olds.These
autos run min.200 km/20hour
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We have the privilege of working
with some of the most well-known
companies in India.
Our clients engage us in a number of
ways. We increase visibility and help
them thrive in a networked world
where customers and clients have
become increasingly empowered.

SP ADVERTISING AGENCY
Bangalore Corporate Office Address :
#:- 888, 80 Ft Ring Road, SLN Complex,
3rd Floor, Nagarabhavi, Bangalore -72.
Ph : 080 2321 5222 M: 89707 66555
Email: pradeep@spgroupsindia.com
Web: www.spadvertisingagency.com

